
Minutes of Meeting  1. October. 2012 
 
WG: C37.010 - Circuit breaker application Guide 
Chair:Helmut Heiermeier 
Location: San Diego 
 
Participants: 40 members 
 19 guests 
 
1.) The chair started the meeting with the introduction of all participants.  
 
2.)  The chair reviewed the agenda for the meeting. 
 
3.) The chair asked to approve the MOM (Minutes of Meeting) from the previous meeting in 
(Saint Pete Beach).  There were three comments to the MOM by the committee: 

 
a.)  In the title the location of the meeting was incorrect.  The location was listed as 
Orlando and should be Saint Pete Beach.  This will be corrected and distributed with the 
next MOM for approval. 
 
b.) Item #16 of the Saint Pete Beach MOM was listed as; “Several comments provided by 
Denis Dufournet for the draft copy provided on 4-20-12.”  Denis commented that he 
would like acknowledgement that his comments provided on 4-20-12 were reviewed, 
accepted, and would be incorporated into the document.  Helmut agreed that his 
comments were accepted and will be added to the revised MOM. 
 
c.) Helmut commented that topic #17 in the Saint Pete Beach MOM was not completed.  
During the last HVCB meeting it was recommended that we wait until the new balloting 
process is reviewed before we go for ballot.    Topic #17 from the Saint Pete Beach 
(MOM) was listed as follows: “In general, the committee suggested that PC37.010 be 
submitted for ballot.  There is much work that needs to be done but if a ballot is issued 
then more formal comments can be obtained and revisions will follow.”  The chair 
commented the document will be released for ballot but will be discussed later.” 
 

 
4.) The committee discussed the work completed to date.  A draft copy was e-mailed by Helmut 
on 8-28-12 (Draft 3b) to listed members and guests.  Some members and guests commented they 
did not receive the document.  Helmut will review the list again and verify contact information. 
 
5.) The chair reviewed the status of the PAR and expiration date.  The PAR will expire on 12-31-
14.  
 
6.) The list of topics discussed at the meeting is attached below to the Minutes of Meeting. 
 
7.)  Section 5.26 Circuit Breakers used on the high side of a GSU (generator step up transformer) 
was reviewed at the meeting.  Some commented the word “missing” should be replaced with 
“delayed”  So the new proposed wording should be “In rare case it may be possible to experience 
delayed current zero’s”  The working group chair will review the comments and revise the 
section accordingly. 
 



8.)  Section 5.25 Influence of circuit breaker behavior to other devices was reviewed.  Comments 
were made that the wording in paragraph #3 of the agenda for 5.25 be changed to:  High over-
voltage may be created when switching reactors”.  Technically, the breaker does not cause the 
over voltage but station components and system conditions and how the breaker is switched, may 
cause the over voltage and not just the breaker.  Helmut will review the wording.  Additionally he 
will see if C37.015 can be referenced into the document too.   
 
9.)  The chair reviewed suggested changes to Figure #2 – operating time graph in C37.010.  He 
added additional information for closing resistor applications.  Several comments were made and 
most seemed to like the new graph.  The information will be added to the document for ballot.   
 
10.)  New proposed wording for Section 5.7 was reviewed.  The committee discussed 300 ms 
reclosing time within the duty cycle.  The draft information presented by Helmut for PC37.010 
provided some rational or clarification why 300ms reclosing time is used to allow time to de-
ionize the flashover region in air.   
 
11.) The chair reviewed several issues and contradictions to the definition for “rated interrupting 
times” between several different guides. The wording for IEC, C37.04, C37.09, and C37.010 do 
not seem to be aligned and correct.  Additionally, there are some differences in the wording for 
additional interrupting cycle time if asymmetrical faults occur at normal or elevated X/R values.  
Helmut reviewed the new proposed wording for interrupting times.  Helmut plans to keep the 
wording for ballot as discussed in the meeting.  He will also review the information again but 
other guides should also be aligned better with the definition.    
 
12.) The committee briefly discussed comments for switching lines with series capacitors. 
 
13.)  Section 5.24 closed pressure systems were reviewed with no comments. 
 
14.) Section 5.27 Circuit Breakers – Resistor Energy Limitations was reviewed with no 
comments.    
 
15.)  At the very end of the meeting some discussion took place to remove all the old references 
in C37.010 that did not apply.  Many agreed that old information that does not apply should be 
moved to an annex. Carl Schuetz and Jim van de Ligt volunteered to check all the applicable 
information to be moved to the Annex. 
 
16.)  Sean (Xi) Zhu reviewed Table A2 of section of C37.06 for “Switching Surge Factor.”  
Notes in the guide suggest this topic and table should be moved to C37.010.  He asked others if 
they remember the history why the table or topic should be moved into C37.010.  After some 
discussion the chair and others agreed the information for Switching Surge Factor should be 
moved into C37.010.  Helmut said he would review the information. 
 
17.) During meeting for C37.012 the chair Anne Bosma suggested that C37.010 may need to take 
breaker with closing resistor information in C37.012 and move it into C37.010.  The working 
group chair added this to the list of tasks. 
 
 
18.)  The chair again said the document should be balloted and comments should be available 
prior to the next meeting in Galveston. In order to meet this, the document should be out for 
balloting by February 2013. The working group needs to apply for the allowance to go for ballot. 
 



19.) The working group chair briefly reviewed comments from a draft compilation of comments 
(PC37.010-D3).  This is a running list of revisions and comments made to the guide. 
 
20.) The working group committee agreed to adjourn meeting. 
 
 
 
The following is information is from the PowerPoint presentation during the meeting: 
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